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FROM THE BOOK
We think about the future all day, every day. What time do I need to leave the house? What’s for
breakfast? Can we picnic on the weekend? Should I change jobs? Move house? Online and offline,
the news is mostly speculation: what will happen in Congress, in traffic, in the markets. However
much we might aim to live in the present, we can’t cross the road without thinking ahead: Will that
car reach me before I’m safely across? Our brains have evolved to anticipate whether we’ll like this
food, this person, that book. Entire industries—property, travel, banks, insurance, pensions,
technology—analyze, construct, and sell permutations of the future. So, we cannot not think about
it: neither our brains nor our lives will allow it.
Prospection bestows tremendous evolutionary advantage, alerting me to danger or reassuring me
that the noise I hear isn’t a burglar but a cat. For the most part, it works so well that we scarcely
notice when we get home on time, pack the right clothes, select satisfying homes and holidays.
Apps train us to expect accuracy in plotting routes, choosing hotels, restaurants, and lovers with
levels of confidence our ancestors never imagined. We have come to expect the future to be
minutely and perfectly predictable.
And then it rains after all, the train’s late, traffic is held up by a crash, the neighborhood is noisy,
the job hateful, and the election doesn’t go our way. Trump. Brexit. The end of history. The fall of
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idols. A new virus. Booms and busts and out of the blue, #MeToo. The predictability of life, on which
we’ve come to depend, seems to fall away and we’re left angry, intolerant, fearful.
Our expectations are wrong. The future isn’t perfectly knowable and never has been. Our brains
may be the single most complex object in the known universe, but they still make mistakes. Today’s
technology may be the most advanced the world has ever seen but it is imperfect, too: incomplete,
biased and full of error. Google isn’t always right. Satnavs can’t foresee when a child will run into
the road. Artificial intelligence trusts correlations that turn out to be irrelevant, biased, or ill-informed.
DNA knows nothing about broken legs or toxic pollution.
Ineradicable uncertainty remains inherent to human life; Hannah Arendt called it the defining
characteristic of the future. That this leaves us uncomfortable and anxious is why humans have
always searched for ways to see what’s coming: oracles, shaman, horoscopes, religions. Longing
to reduce uncertainty and doubt has driven much of our progress. The more we noticed,
remembered, wrote down, and shared, the more knowledgeable we became and the better able
we were to pass our learning on for future generations to increase. This made us better and better
estimators, able to plan. The entire construct of management—forecast, plan, execute—hinges on
our capacity to make well-informed estimates. The more we practiced it, the more accurate we
became.
It makes sense to imagine that that progress is infinitely sustainable, but it isn’t. Along the way,
fundamental change has occurred. We have moved from a complicated world to a complex one.
The two aren’t the same—and complexity isn’t just complicated on steroids. Complicated
environments are linear, follow rules, and are predictable; like an assembly line, they can be
planned, managed, repeated, and controlled. They’re maximized by routine and efficiency. But the
advent of globalization, coupled with pervasive communications, has made much of life complex:
nonlinear and fluid, where very small effects may produce disproportionate impacts. General
Stanley McChrystal distinguishes between the First Gulf War (1990–91), which he says was
complicated—an intensely planned application of overwhelming force, executed by the book—and
the Iraq War (begun in 2003), which was complex: a fluid, volatile environment of shifting opacity
where a lone individual with a cell phone could tip the balance. On a more mundane level, the
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maker of electronic keyboards inhabits a
complex world where a single negative
review on Amazon can reduce sales by 50
percent.
What this shift means is that, while we can
still be generally certain about many
things,
much
remains
specifically
ambiguous. We know climate change is
real but we can’t predict when or where
wildfires will break out or when extreme
weather events will destroy which
harvests. The Bank of England
acknowledges that there will be future
banking busts but cannot say when or
why. Their executives aren’t stupid, just
candid about navigating daily tsunamis of
data and interactions, of which some are meaningful, much is obscure, and quite a lot is pointless.
The bank recognizes that much of the financial system—Trump’s tweets, corruption trials in Korea,
the outbreak of a new virus—lies beyond prediction or influence. We used to ignore these systems
but their problems have become ours now, when a bank halfway across the world crashes or a
government falls.
Apple’s iPhone may have been “designed in California” but making it depends on raw materials
and suppliers from Ireland, the Philippines, China, Taiwan, Japan, Austria, Korea, Taiwan,
Singapore, Thailand, Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Indonesia, Puerto Rico,
Brazil, Malaysia, Israel, Czech Republic, Mexico, Vietnam, Morocco, Malta, Belgium, and many of
the United States. This complex supply chain is designed to reduce costs and take advantage of
labor expertise, employment conditions, currency fluctuations, and tax breaks. But they expose
Apple (and similar phone manufacturers) to natural disasters, labor disputes, economic volatility,
social turmoil, religious strife, trade wars, and political discontent: all factors over which the
company has no control, little influence, and poor foresight. We’re so dazzled by such systems, we
forget, or prefer to deny, that contingencies have multiplied, fragility has proliferated, and accurate
prediction has become harder.
To be able to do and know so much, and yet not to be able to predict what we crave to know, is
painful and frustrating. So, we perpetuate the age-old search for sources of certainty. That leaves
us susceptible to pundits and prophets: experts and forecasters who claim superior knowledge. But
the more famous they are, the more likely they are to be wrong. Other models prove unsatisfactory,
too. History doesn’t always repeat itself but often misleads us with aesthetically pleasing analogies
that underweight critical differences. Psychological profiling is flawed by subjective models,
attribution errors, and inadequate data. DNA tells only part of our story; the rest is driven by more
factors than we see or know. Proponents of each model oversell their promise and each one falls
down, defeated by the ineradicable uncertainty of life. Overwhelmed by complexity, we seek
simplification and too quickly reach for binary perspectives, just at the moment when we need
broader ones.
Technology offers a shiny new model, purporting to solve the problem that it amplifies and
accelerates. Big data, analytics, machine learning, and artificial intelligence may help us to see
more, to glean patterns previously impenetrable to the human brain alone. But their capacity to
assess mountains of data at speed obscures their flaws. A large dataset might describe a group or
neighborhood of voters well, but still be unable to forecast with certainty how an individual will
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decide to vote next time; people change—and not always predictably. Algorithms are, as the
mathematician Cathy O’Neill once said, opinions encoded in numbers. They combine assumptions
that are subjective, imposed on data that’s skewed and incomplete in complex environments.
Unique or rare external events may render what was formerly predictable suddenly unforeseeable,
where historical data is irrelevant or useless. (This is frequently true of epidemics.) And finally, there
is the problem of life itself: the tendency of organisms, atoms, and subatomic particles to behave
in nonrandom but fundamentally unpredictable ways.
The utopian fantasy of the tech industry—that all the data in the world will yield perfect predictions—
appropriately provokes privacy champions. But that isn’t its only challenge. These predictive
systems are frequently wrong, as when they recommend to me a book I’ve written or one I hated.
Such flaws are trivial, because the recommendation is cheap to produce and easy to ignore. But
when determining who should have access to jobs, social services, or health care, such errors can
be dangerous and unjust. All computer code contains bugs, and managers of AI technologies say
that every now and then—unpredictably—their systems need to be reset. They don’t know why.
But depending on technology incurs a high cost. Every time we use it, we outsource to machines
what we could and can do ourselves. The more we use GPS, for example, the more the parts of
our brain responsible for navigation and memory shrinks. And the less we know our neighborhood.
This is known as the automation paradox: the skills you automate, you lose. So, the more we
depend on machines to think for us, the less good we become at thinking for ourselves. The fewer
decisions we make, the less good we become at making them. We risk falling into a trap: more
need for certainty, more dependency on technology, less skill, more need. We become addicted to
the very source of our anxiety.
That isn’t technology’s only cost. If companies once expected perfect data to make consumers
perfectly predictable, the fundamental uncertainty of life has deprived them of them of that prize.
We aren’t machines—but that hasn’t stopped tech companies from trying to turn us into them. As
the Harvard academic Shoshana Zuboff has so eloquently revealed, they now hope to turn all the
tools of behavioral psychology on us to create the predictable creatures they need us to be. “The
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goal of everything we do,” a Silicon Valley data
scientist told her, “is to change people’s actual
behavior at scale.” The ambition is to use nudges,
rewards, the lure of convenience to reinforce what
companies define as good, or to discourage what
they define as bad. As digital devices pervade our
lives, it becomes easier to solve the so-called
problem of human complexity by force-fitting a
predetermined model onto human life. The
technology that deskills us, together with companies
actively attempting to deprive us of human agency,
threatens to leave us passive and conformist. But
absolute certainty about all aspects of life would be
tyranny. So, at a time in our history where we have
huge decisions to make—about the climate, about
technology, capitalism, democracy—we need our
freedom, of thought and action, more than ever. In
an age of uncertainty, we have to ask ourselves
what we need to be, and what we need to do—and
to come up with our own answers.
The first part of this book looks at how our models for knowing the future let us down. It isn’t an
argument for apathy or resignation. Only when we reject pundits and propagandists can we free
ourselves to explore the contours and landscape of possibility. Our choice is not between false
certainty or ignorance; it is between surrender or participation. So we need to leave simple solutions
behind, to be bolder in our search, more penetrating in our enquiry, more energetic in our quest for
discovery.
Accepting that the future is unknowable is where action begins. Experiments are ideal for complex
environments because they yield clues about where you are; they are the best thing to do when
you can’t see where to start. Scenarios expand and explore the terrain, revealing a range of
possibilities—good and bad—that also enlarge our capacity to understand ourselves and each
other. The work of artists endures because they dare to imagine what they can’t see and allow their
minds to leave predetermined paths; we may not all be artists, but we need their independence
and stamina. Cathedral projects whose ambition defies master plans show how much more can be
achieved with a collective sense of meaning.
In existential crises, there is no time to consider the future. But survivors show us what we need,
and what we have. When they strike, even in what looks like chaos, they call upon untapped
reservoirs of energy, invention, and daring. Even the one certainty in life, death, offers opportunities
to influence what goes after us. And just because we don’t know the future doesn’t mean we’re left
helpless; there’s genius and creativity in preparation. In this complex, nonlinear world, there can
be no step-by-step rulebook, no linear model, no simple antidote to uncertainty. Planning, theory,
and ideologies break down in the face of unpredictability, leaving us instead with an urgent mandate
and multiple methods to explore. This always begins with questions: What can we do right now?
What do we need to be now? What must we preserve at all cost?
This is an optimistic book. Not because it promises that all is for the best in the best of all possible
worlds. Optimists aren’t idiots. They do better in life—live longer, healthier, more successful lives—
for the simple reason that they don’t ignore problems or give up easily. Psychologists distinguish
between two kinds of optimists. Explainers accept that bad news is neither permanent (things can
improve) nor universal (good news is happening somewhere else). Expectant optimists, by
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contrast, see problems but anticipate improvement. Unconstrained by reality, they have a fighting
spirit. Both kinds of optimism alert individuals to fresh opportunities and to the resources needed
to pursue goals. Where pessimists may avoid problems, optimists cope and solve. They are
especially productive because optimists are more likely to reach out for help, to collaborate and
trust others. That gives them more capacity and resilience than they could possess alone. At a time
when Americans are predominantly pessimistic about the future, and even successful CEOs share
their gloom, when we are deluged with propaganda threatening to supplant human talents with the
perfection of machines, the sheer creativity of human interaction has never been more critical. We
have huge capacity for invention—if we use it. We have limitless talent for questions and
exploration—if we develop it. We can imagine what we’ve never seen before—if we practice. Lose
these gifts and we are adrift. Hone and develop them and we can make any future we choose.
Anyone who tries to tell us they know the future is simply trying to own it: a spurious claim to
manifest destiny. The harder, more subtle truth is that the future is uncharted because we aren’t
there yet. So, this book can’t provide a map, an app, or any perfect certainty about destination or
time of arrival. What it will do is provide the questions to lead you in the direction you choose. Many
of the most inspiring people and stories start with uncertainty, are saturated with doubt, yet arrive
triumphant at places in life they could not see when they set out. Their successes are deeply
human, derived from curiosity, imagination, curiosity, and not a little bravery. They were prepared
to navigate the unknown in pursuit of the ill-defined because they knew that the only way to know
the future is to make it.
…
Most of us grew up as planners. We started from the present and worked forward, with reasonable
confidence that we knew where we were going and how to get there. That confidence is now gone.
In a world where the time scale for accurate prediction shrinks, preparedness is a vital antidote to
passivity and pessimism. Instead of incrementalizing from the present, being prepared requires a
clear understanding of risk in order to crafts positive and robust counter-weights. This means
starting, just as cathedral builders do, with an optimistic ambition—what is the very best we can
do?—that defines direction. The optimism is no guarantee, but the best way to navigate uncharted
territory is to have an energetic, positive ambition in mind. Where a planning mind-set today
proliferates dystopias, a preparedness mind-set does the opposite. You can’t build a better future
until you imagine it.
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All creative thinking about the future starts with
experiments, feeling our way through a changing
landscape, finding boundaries and contours.
Bumping up against dead ends or discovering
unexpected momentum, detail emerges and
alternative scenarios start to coalesce what else
could be, what might be. More experiments reveal
opportunity, advantages. All of this work shows us
where we are, but still requires resilience because
the route itself is uneven.
The biggest unknown in the work is time, which
may be on our side—or not. When the future
announces itself before we’re ready, then having
prepared provides vital rewards: fellowship, stories,
resilience, and renewed ambition. Along the way,
everyone is changed by the work that becomes, in
the end, a legacy that others continue.
Navigating the future, whether away from danger or toward opportunity, has to be a collective
activity because no one person can see enough. It’s impossible to have an adequate argument
alone or in an echo chamber. So, the capacity to see multiple futures depends on the widest
possible range of contributors and collaborators. Leave perspectives out and the future is
incomplete or illegitimate. This isn’t just a democratic imperative, but a frank acknowledgment that
those not involved in making the future will have every motive to upend it.
For decisions to be credible means that they must be developed by more than a few authorities or
experts. That this process can be intelligent, meaningful, and productive is demonstrated
repeatedly in deliberative polling, citizen juries, and assemblies. Engaging diverse minds is a more
robust way of capturing the complexity of the environment in which decisions, policies, and laws
succeed or fail. In many ways, CEPI, the Svalbard seed bank, and similar organizations are doing
what Mary Warnock did with her fertilization and embryology commission: preparing for uncertain
future events and technologies by consolidating understanding and consensus to support positive,
early action. As the CEO of Shell commented, leaders now are compelled to think beyond legal
requirements and consider their “license to operate,” which is granted only by the public. Imagining
that whole swaths of the population and environment can be overlooked in preference to a focus
on financial performance might once have been considered operational discipline. Now it looks like
institutional willful blindness. The only pragmatic protection against surprise is to build public
support and understanding along the way. To be prepared requires that, in some shape or form,
every organization has its own commissioner for future generations.
This calls for a new kind of leadership. Those who will rise to that challenge will be outstanding
convenors, better chosen for their skepticism and curiosity than their confidence. Collecting voices,
structuring exploration, keen listening, and synthesizing success and failure will be the focus of
their work. They need to be excellent interrogators of the ecosystems in which they reside, aware
of where they fit and the impact of their decisions on others. They can’t be addicted to prediction
or to certainty, but confident and courageous enough to create the conditions in which people can
think, and experiment, freely. Being able to reconcile opposites—efficiency and robustness, justin-time and just-in-case—is a hallmark of their adaptive minds. The unborn children who will make
great leaders will be able to hold the tension between urgency and integrity, to stiffen resolve for
what is confusing, frustrating, and frightening, and to resist simplifying what is innately complex.
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Like the director general at CERN, or the leaders of backbone organizations, like Richard Hatchett
or Sophie Howe, Oliver Burrows or Fiona Wilson, an effective leader’s principal asset isn’t power
but the ability to make a better future feel urgent, possible, practical, and meaningful. They need
the moral authority to be honest about sacrifices and they will have to resist the rhetorical allure of
simplistic daydreams. Where will these people come from? From everywhere, identified by courage
and energy, or, like Iris Long in the AIDS fight or Greta Thunberg in the climate crisis, they may
emerge unpredictably, living evidence of the huge impact of small surprises. Such leaders have
rational optimism, a grounded belief in human capacity. They haven’t given up on human beings
and won’t accept that, as a leading psychologist put it, “We’ve seen the enemy and it’s us.” They
scoff at the goal, proposed by a science technologist, “to defeat mother nature.” Instead, they find
in people and in nature all the strength they need to act. Progress will be indirect, lumpy, and hard
to measure, accelerating at times and stalling at others. Those with stamina, who can work
together, will fare best.
The need for broad-based legitimacy doesn’t make expertise useless or optional. As the
astronomer Martin Rees argues, there is no ivory tower or penthouse high or remote enough for
scientists and engineers to disown accountability for the uses to which their work is put. This means
that the choices we face, of any kind, have to be informed and led by values beyond those that
science, engineering, or any single discipline can provide. None of the challenges we face will be
solved by expertise alone. But that places on experts the responsibility to explore and communicate
humbly the consequences and ramifications of their work. It is only together that legitimate
boundaries for technology can be defined.
The future is also personal. Teen daughters are
changing attitudes to the climate crisis, just as
attitudes to AIDS shifted when parents watched their
sons and daughters die or when scientists met
patients and activists. Such epiphanies don’t happen
without love and friendship. That means making time
for each other to develop bonds of trust and respect
strong enough to weather crises.
Not knowing the future makes us anxious and, in our
anxiety, susceptible to binary thinking: either there’s
one answer or there is none. The belief in solutions,
quick fixes makes us give up when we can’t find one.
Similarly, perfection can be a problem, when it
makes people passive, afraid to experiment. Great
careers and great cathedrals weren’t built following
immaculate plans, but evolved through conviction,
collaboration, and a stubborn belief in work that
mattered. In confronting the existential challenge of
climate change, we have work that matters. Many
have wasted time, waiting for a simple solution or a
perfect plan—but not everyone has been so
complacent. The world is now replete with
technological solutions, inventions, and experiments
made by people who would not wait. What their vast
inventory reveals is that the climate crisis is not one
of technology, it is one of collaboration. How far are
we prepared to act together, on every front, before
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the last detail is known, to make common cause with those
we once considered enemies, to experiment, to make visible
the damage being done today, to be honest about sacrifice
and to remember that courage drives courage? We have the
freedom to do this; the question is whether we will use it.
Threats to that future come from anyone or anything that
diminishes that freedom. Of these, one of the biggest insults
to our power to craft a fitting legacy for successive
generations comes from technology. The automation
paradox is a physical reality. The more we surrender to the
authority of devices, the less independent and imaginative
our minds become, just when we need them most.
Extravagant claims for artificial intelligence don’t just
denigrate natural intelligence but mask a determination to
force the world into predictable patterns. In a complex world,
replete with contingency and uncertainty, nothing could be
more dangerous than to constrain imagination, freedom,
and creativity. When industry leaders acknowledge that “the
goal of everything we do is to change people’s behavior at
scale,” they tacitly acknowledge that we aren’t merely data,
that we are complex and unpredictable and that the only way
they can make the world truly predictable is to shackle us to
their digital devices with rewards and punishments. But we
become digital slaves only when we think of ourselves as only data. Nothing is inevitable, unless
or until we surrender the right to use the freedom that we have.
Every time we use technology—to nudge us through decisions or to interpret how other people
feel—we outsource to machines what we could and can do ourselves. It’s an expensive trade-off.
When we surrender our emotional intelligence to parenting apps, we give up on the chance to learn
about ourselves and our children. The more we meet people we are programmed to like, the less
we can cope with those who are different. And the less compassion we need, the less compassion
we have. So, the more we let technology think for us and act for us, the less we will be capable of
making a future for ourselves.
The companies enforcing this sterile, monoglot view of the world are so few, so homogeneous, and
so powerful that they represent a big and obvious threat to the economic and cultural diversity of
the world we inhabit. At a time when both humanity and the planet are struggling to preserve the
variety that evolution demands, a single, impoverished definition of life’s meaning undermines the
will and skill needed to build a better future for us all. Imagination, creativity, compassion,
generosity, variety, meaning, faith, and courage: what makes the world unpredictable are the same
strengths that make each of us unique and human. Accepting uncertainty means embracing these
as robust talents to be used, not flaws to be eliminated.
This book began with two questions: What do we need to do, and what do we need to be, to
navigate the future? What we need to do is to hold fast to the gifts we have, and to develop them
together. What we need to be is human. The future will always be uncharted but it is made by those
active enough to explore it, with the stamina and imagination not to give up on themselves or each
other. We have no need to be slaves and we have no right to enslave future generations. All we
owe to ourselves and to generations to come is to hone the gifts we have to create the best that
we can imagine, exercising daily the self-determination that built cathedrals. It doesn’t matter where
we start, only that we do.
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QUESTIONS:
Background — You seem to have a very unusual career.
You are a public intellectual by all counts, and yet, your
entire career seems to have been spent in media—as a
producer, director, writer, and consultant/campaign
manager in news, music, and entertainment. Q: How do you
describe your career evolution to people who don’t know you
intimately? Q: Is there one, consistent theme or passion that
has motivated you and supplied you with direction during the
course of your life and career? Q: When did you write your
first book? Q: Did you always know you would write books
and how does this compare to the other work you have done
in media?
Uncharted — Q: When and how did you get the idea to write
“Uncharted?” It seems like more and more people are
starting to think about the world in the sorts of terms that you
describe in your book. Q: Do you agree with this, and if so,
why do you think this is?
Oracles & Probabilities — Q: Why have human beings
throughout time always obsessed over knowing the future?
Q: How do we reconcile ourselves to the fact (and do it with
humility) that the future is ultimately unknowable? Q: Why,
instead of dealing with probabilities, do so many of us think
in binary perspectives and search for clear outcomes? Q: Is
the first step that we acknowledge and accept that the future
is unknowable? Easier said than done…
Ideation & Imagination — Q: When it comes to helping us
navigate the uncharted waters of the future, how important …while we can still be generally
is the ability and willingness to imagine a world that has not certain about many things, much
remains specifically ambiguous.
yet come into being?
Experimentation — Q: How important is experimentation? — Margaret Heffernan
Q: What are the characteristics of a good experiment? (loose but meticulous, ambitious, etc.)
Scenario Planning — Q: How does scenario planning relate to this idea that we cannot plan for
the future, but we can prepare?
Artists — Q: What can we learn from how artists think and/or work? Q: Is it possible to build the
type of loose spontaneity into a system with rigid expectations or requirements?
Survivors — Q: When it comes to preparing for an unknown future, what can we learn from those
who faced existential crises that were unpredictable or unknowable in advance? Q: How important
is answering the question “What must we preserve at all cost?” Q: How important is optimism?
Friendship — Q: How important is friendship to helping us deal with whatever comes our way?
Prophets & Pundits — Q: How does our search for sources of certainty leave us susceptible to
pundits and prophets: experts and forecasters who claim superior knowledge? Q: Is our need for
certainty (even if that certainty is false) the market that these people are really servicing? Q: Why
do you say that “the more famous they are, the more likely they are to be wrong.”? Q: Why are they
able to make consistently wrong forecasts without being punished for it, but when something they
say turns out to be true, they are heralded as prophets? *** Intellectuals vs. Thought Leaders
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Dangerous Analogies — Q: Why do you say that
Anyone who tries to tell us they know the
analogies are dangerous, when analogies or
future is simply trying to own it: a spurious
metaphors are often-times how we articulate or
claim to manifest destiny. — M.G.
describe to ourselves and others things that are
utterly new or unprecedented? (e.g. if I see a bear for the first time, I may describe it as a large
dog) Q: Is it important to draw a distinction between analogizing about the past vs. the present?
Predictive Algorithms Anchor the Future in the Past — Q: Is there a fundamental contradiction
in the insight that “history does not repeat itself,” when you consider how we are building our
predictive algorithms today? Q: Does this mean that
we are dragging the future into the present and The technology that deskills us, together
limiting our capacity for change? (e.g. if I build a with companies actively attempting to
program that helps me find the best job candidates for deprive us of human agency, threatens to
a particular position, am I simply taking a snapshot of leave us passive and conformist. But
who the best candidates have been up until that point absolute certainty about all aspects of life
and forcing that paradigm into an infinite future?) *** would be tyranny. — Margaret Heffernan
Brownian Motion
Technofundamentalism — Q: How much of the above is part of a cult of “technofundamentalism,”
wherein the new “masters of the universe” from Silicon Valley believe (and want us to believe) that
with enough data (and science) we can know all there is to know and predict everything?
Automation Paradox & Learned Helplessness — You mention something known as the
“automation paradox” in the book. We’ve spoken about this on Hidden Forces in terms of a parallel
phenomenon known as “learned helplessness.” This is deeply concerning to me, because it feels
very much like more and more of humanity is slipping into such a pattern and the possible negative
consequences are utterly frightening. Q: Can we discuss this phenomenon a bit? Q: How do we
extricate ourselves from this dynamic of self-destruction?
Death & Transhumanism — You devote some time in the book to exploring our relationship to
death, including a section on the transhumanist movement. I find both death and our relationship
to it full of both mystery and fascination. Q: How does modern, western society relate to death? Q:
How does our relationship to death compare to that of our ancestors? Q: Why do you think that
people like you or me find transhumanism so sad and empty, yet its advocates see it as a genuine
fountain of youth that can grant them eternal life and freedom from suffering?

QUOTES:
“What Babson, Fisher, and Persons had
discovered, and Keynes had identified, was
that forecasters gained bigger reputations
and could make more money by being bold;
they had a vested interest in exploiting our
hopes and our fears. What none imagined
was that the drama of the markets would
evolve so spectacularly from drama to
showbiz to hype to propaganda and the
manipulation of consumer behavior. Human
discomfort with uncertainty, together with a
craving for reassurance, has fueled an
industry that enriches itself by terrorizing us
with uncertainty and taunting us with
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certainty. Master of the genre, a kind of bastard grandchild of Babson, Fisher, and Persons, is Mad
Money’s Jim Cramer, who boomerangs around his T. V. studio to the dramatic cacophony of
bullhorns, cash registers, and bowling pins as he celebrates or mourns flourishing or decaying
businesses. Predictions are the candy of his sweet shop, and viewers eagerly swallow his advice,
with prices on his picks visibly rising as the show airs. What happens next is off air: investors in
Cramer’s picks don’t make money. Academic analysis of his advice showed that over time his
believers either made no profit or incurred losses. If you slavishly followed his tips, you would lose
a third of your money in under two months. The analysts conclude: “Because there is scant
evidence that Cramer has skill in selecting underpriced stocks, it is puzzling why viewers act on the
recommendations at all.” The chief beneficiary of Cramer’s drama is Cramer.” — M.H.
“Maguire and her colleagues reported five people with amnesia caused by damage to the
hippocampus were less able to imagine future events. Memory, they found, serves many
functions—but one of them is to allow us to simulate the future. The idea—that without a sense of
past we can’t have a sense of the future—isn’t metaphorical. It is the physical reality of how our
brains operate. We draw from the past in order to imagine what lies ahead.” — M.H.
“The single biggest source of failure is the inability or unwillingness to imagine success.” — D.K.
“A man can starve from a lack of self-realization as much as from a lack of bread.” — Richard
Wright
Once we accept how unpredictable life is, experiments are where to start working toward future
goals—like carbon-free agriculture, patient-centric health care, or a more responsive democracy—
that we don’t know how to reach today. An antidote to helplessness or passivity, they set us on
paths that reveal new knowledge and choices. They can be done alone but need resources to get
started and passion to keep them going. Simply attempting to experiment can identify give in the
system and illuminate where untapped talent and energy lie. So, they are a means of exploration,
but they reveal more under certain conditions. Distinguishing between the complicated and
complex parts of a problem is helpful, because each requires different, but compatible, approaches.
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Repetitive processes will yield to
efficiency, but unpredictable ones need to
prioritize human judgment. Led by
volunteers, not recruits, means they are
in the hands of people who care and who
aren’t daunted by ambiguity and
complexity. Knowing who else to draw in
is crucial to their liveliness and legitimacy.
Bringing in others enhances impact—
though big experiments founder without
someone to keep them on track. A crucial
antidote to slow, unwieldy master plans,
they impart a sense of urgency and
agency to even the most disillusioned
individuals
and
staid
institutions.
Experiments are not pilots, with their intricately preconceived definitions of success and failure, and
freighted with power struggles. They’re designed to be open to whatever is found, good or bad.
That doesn’t mean they’re just messing around. Proving their effectiveness—as de Blok did with
auditors, as Wilson aims to do with metrics—is crucial but has to come after, not before, the
experiment is designed. Otherwise they risk being too constrained, achieving too little or
overlooking unexpected results. Conceptually they have to be loose, but in their execution, they
must be tight, meticulous about detail, so that their conclusions are convincing. Above all,
experiments are ambitious. They don’t tinker with incremental improvements to mediocrity but,
stemming from deep hopes and fears about factors that matter, aim for the best imaginable
outcome. They start from, and impart, a primal optimism, that the future can be better than the past.
— M.H.
“Scenario planning originated with the recognition that much in the world is too complex to be
predictable and that the future is too malleable to be revealed by hard data alone. Absolutely
accurate forecasting is feasible, but only where everything is known and predetermined—and
nowhere is that true. General Sir Nick Carter dismisses such forecasting, not on ideological grounds
but on pragmatic ones: if he imagines the world is fully determined, he “won’t be successful.”
Instead, scenarios illuminate the contingencies, contradictions, and trade-offs of the real world,
where no one interest or single perspective is in control. That’s why they produce conflict but also
epiphanies. Scenario planning exercises demand that we acknowledge that we all inhabit complex
systems, only parts of which we can see
or influence. They force individuals and
organizations out of their narcissism to
confront how much of their success
depends on others. This can illuminate
opportunities for experiments or tradeoffs; it also engenders humility. Bringing
together the powerful and the powerless
forces both to accept that while each has
hopes and visions for the future, neither
fully knows how to achieve them. They
also reveal that win/win is usually a lie and
that progress demands adaptation and
sacrifice. That’s when they become
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uncomfortable again. Scenario planning changes the
people who do it. Seeing ideas, people, trends, and the
immense nonlinearity of life is chastening. It’s difficult,
accepting the complexity of the world and the ambiguity
of personal experience. It’s even harder to learn how to
participate. But one way to address social processes is
with a social process, one that enhances alertness,
sensitivity, and imagination. Most participants treasure
the experience—eventually. They come to see how
opposites can be reconciled and that positive change
emerges only when they are. No longer alone or
intimidated by the fear of conflict, making the future
starts to feel viable, practical, and real. But perhaps the
most potent way in which scenario planning changes
people is by shifting their sense of time. In Cuernavaca
and in Puebla, the future—2030—seemed close and
personal. It was no longer an abstract idea, not someone else’s problem. It stared everyone in the
face and it didn’t feel a decade away; it felt like tomorrow. The Mexico Posibles scenarios end: ‘The
future is not . . . written. We have no time to waste.’” — M.H.
“Company cultures are deeply implicated in their capacity to be creative but, as you’d expect when
dealing with the complex system that is the mind, it takes more than a single structure or a few
workshops to release and enhance human imagination. A deep tension prevails between the need
for freedom—required to generate the creativity that keeps a company relevant—and the desire to
maintain control. When it comes to the future, it matters more to invigorate the search than to try to
determine the outcome. Many artists, and people who think like artists, are inimical to formal
organizations and the feeling is frequently mutual, with managers fearing or scorning whatever, or
whoever, can’t be easily predicted or managed. Allowing people at work to think like artists takes
more than colorful walls, toys, murals, and open spaces. To have insights that are relevant to life
requires having a life, one rich in experiences and the time to internalize them. That requires trust:
that the difficulty, the not-knowing, the periods of confusion and frustration, will amount to
something worth the effort and the risk. For organizations to cultivate people who can think like
artists requires that they trust a process that is inherently inchoate, unpredictable, and risky. That’s
why several Silicon Valley companies intentionally recruit employees who show a high tolerance
for risk—because they know that those uninhibited by risk are more likely to be daring and to spur
innovation. But these employers are routinely
disappointed when the new hires’ appetite for
adventure seems to evaporate the minute they
hang a corporate lanyard around their necks.
Why?
Because
everything
about
the
environment, from the badge to the bonus,
KPIs, assignments to deadlines, speaks to the
corporate need to stop minds from wandering,
to streamline periods of reflection, to predict
outcomes before projects begin. Like the former
CEO of 3M, many companies try to make the
unpredictable process of invention predictable,
the complexity of imagination simple. But both
require mind wandering, time, space, agency.
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When employees’ time, their online actions, keyboard strokes, and even their movements around
the office are being tracked and recorded, it’s hard to convince employees they’re free. Independent
thought can be enhanced by corporate cultures but it isn’t born there. For many, thinking like an
artist is the only way they know how to be. For others, it is a deliberate choice: to make the effort
to notice where they are, what’s around them, what’s missing, to make the time to reflect on what
it could mean. That means wandering streets without a map, visiting buildings not listed in
TripAdvisor, having unnecessary conversations with people whose profile isn’t known. The
automation paradox doesn’t apply only to autonomous vehicles or GPS; it pertains to how we
choose to experience life. We could be more adventurous, thinking without bannisters. To be where
we are sounds simple and it feels like an easy habit of mind to instill. But creating and retaining
memories and developing the capacity to mull over them—the foundational activities of imaginative
work—are diminished when we let technology take the strain. Taking photographs results in poorer
memory of what we’ve seen. Online research gives us information faster but it doesn’t last as long.
The more we multitask, switching as frequently as every nineteen seconds between diverse
sources of information and entertainment, the less capacity we develop to pay and hold attention.
As scans reveal the physical changes this activity imposes on our brains, the downside of
neuroplasticity becomes visible: all the gestational work of artists slips from our grasp. What we
lose is not just the opportunity for intimate experience, but the chance to create from it our own
sense of the world, our place in it, and the future we could create. The more time we spend visiting
places that others have described for us, the more we follow the paths laid by others, reading what
we’re told, seeing what the algorithm recommended, listening to what crowd-sources have heard,
and eating what’s already been photographed, tasted, marked, and measured, the less capacity
we have to see what we didn’t expect, to hear what we weren’t told about, or to ask questions that
haven’t already been answered. We lose our unique perspective and contribution and in this,
everyone is impoverished: ourselves and anyone who looks to us in vain for fresh insight or
understanding. Artists try to make the most of their minds. In the quest for predictability, we risk
making the least of ours. Artists think for themselves. In doing so, they claim the right to influence
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the future of their own lives, of their work, and of anyone who witnesses it. These aren’t the stale,
frightened minds of executives who can’t imagine even participating in a different scenario but the
highly adaptive minds that seize, in uncertainty and ambiguity, the freedom required for adaptation,
variation, and change. That’s what they can teach us, too.” — M.H.
“Cathedral projects contain experiments but are also their opposite, because they start with a clear
vision of what they hope to achieve. So, the longevity and scale of their ambition makes them
intrinsically ambiguous, uncertain and full of risk. Who could write a thousand-year plan? What new
technologies might render any plan too long, too short, too expensive—or irrelevant? What kinds
of people and skills are needed? Cathedral projects challenge to the utmost our capacity to imagine
and adapt to a future we can’t see or predict. And their success illuminates just how far we can
expand our capacity to deal creatively with what is uncertain, complex, ambiguous, invisible. Not
knowing the future can unleash a freedom to invent and to improvise. But they also demonstrate
just how far robustness depends on legitimacy: the public understanding and support that allows
them to endure.” — M.H.
“The success and endurance of cathedral projects contain provocative lessons for more
conventional organizations. These seem to shrink in the face of uncertainty and ambiguity, where
cathedral projects expand their range and domain. Where companies typically plan from where
they are, cathedrals are driven and defined by an ambitious end goal that may never be reached.
Moving toward that goal is always experimental. That they are wildly long term from the outset
gives them coherence even through turbulence; however much day-to-day decisions may change,
everyone knows what they stand for, year after year. Stability isn’t achieved by short-term promises
but long-term, unwavering, vision. That the goals aren’t designed to be achieved in a quarter, a
year, a lifetime gives the work meaning over time, in stark contrast to the ever-receding lifetime of
a public corporation. By contrast with corporations that struggle with low levels of employee
engagement, cathedral projects attract brilliant minds by refusing to constrain their ambition and by
the sheer difficulty of the work. The scale of their aspiration ensures that, instead of being passive
victims of the future, they are actively involved in making it. True cathedral projects can sustain
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such ambition because they are so broad: in their base of support, in the number and diversity of
people and ideas that they bring together, in the number of experiments they contain. In doing that,
they create and sustain the legitimacy that allows them to endure. Lose that and they’re finished:
anachronisms or pariahs that will dwindle and die. They remain public goods only as long as the
public says so. In this, they are profoundly democratic. Does that imply that democracy, too, is a
cathedral project, one in which all of us are
involved? Constructed over centuries, radical in conception, daring in ambition, sustained only by
those who continue to believe in it. What we know of such projects is that, to endure, they require
enormous openness to new ideas, a broad base of support, the ability to adapt and to change, a
willingness to experiment, and to be febrile in their responsiveness to the unforeseen and
unpredictable. Without that, they have no future. But with it, they may last for millennia.” — M.H.
“The only possibility of safety lies in choosing danger. Only if you concede that someone else owns
your future are you truly trapped.” — M.H.
“Friendship is a topic rarely talked about in the upper echelons of business, but it should be. Nobody
survives these crises alone. Survivors have friends: people not necessarily in the business but who
know what it’s like, what it means, people who have only their best interests at heart. Every
successful business leader I’ve known or worked with has such friends and every one can describe
the crises through which they’ve sustained each other. These relationships aren’t transactional,
they’re not networking; some leaders refer to their friends as their “north star,” others as the bridge
between intellect and character. What gets people through crises and into the future is each other.
Yet recently, working with rising leaders of important organizations—high achievers from both
public and private sectors—all conceded that
they had few, or no, friends. They had had
them. But now they were too busy. Lunch
together? It was inefficient. Friendships had
faded and time to think was rare. It left me
wondering: Who will give us stamina and
solidarity when the storms come?” — M.H.
“I have no right to say I can’t do this.” —Emilio
Emini, Merck
“Nothing about this triumph was inevitable or
foreseeable. Many diseases today remain
incurable one hundred years after their
discovery; the extinction so feared by the gay
community could have been its history. So,
what made the difference? It wasn’t just one
thing: No one action. No one plan. No one
organization. No one leader. Not even one
drug. It had taken everything and everyone:
men,
women,
activists,
scientists,
bureaucrats and radicals, healthy and sick,
the living and the many, many dead, and
years of failure. David France said the sheer
scale of the tragedy ultimately made it
impossible to ignore, a bitter advantage.
Rupert Whitaker thought it came down to two
things: shame and expertise. Shaming the
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medical establishment, he believes, was
the only way to get their attention—and
expertise secured made it productive.
Sylvia Petretti says that nobody could
have survived without peer support, the
only protection against stigma. Everyone
pays tribute to allies and friends, many
now dead, who stood shoulder to
shoulder, bringing food or comfort,
knowledge or ideas, all breaking through
the isolation of fear, discrimination, and
despair. What kept the movement going
was a passionate faith in a better future.
The thing about courage, Whitaker told
me, is that seeing courage instills
courage.” — M.H.
“The story of HIV and AIDS is all about people taking action and not sitting back. It was hell but we
had a real community, we all knew each other, and we came together in adversity. It was personal;
we felt each other’s pain, going to funerals all the time. And it was a multi-factoral response:
government, activists, families, scientists. The real lesson: sit back at your peril; what you can’t be
is patient or passive. . . . ” — Ian Green, Terrence Higgins Trust
“Shame and expertise, as Rupert Whitaker saw, are both needed to keep the daily reality of
immediate physical danger alive and real to everyone. But as important as the fight is caring for the
injured and traumatized.” — M.H.
“It can be tempting to sentimentalize crises, looking back with nostalgia to the sense of solidarity
and meaning that they provoke. The deeper, harder truth is that going into a crisis, with years of
generosity, reciprocity, and trust deeply established, provides resilience and stamina. The
efficiency of the gig economy, the splintering of communities into competitive individuals, our
dependence on technology undermine this, eroding the lifesaving power of loyalty and friendship
that these crises demand. Staying human, not just a user.” — M.H.
“We have wasted thirty years, hoping or waiting for a master plan or superhero capable of fixing
the environmental catastrophe that we perpetuated. During that time, being passive has made the
problem worse. We have seen slowly what AIDS activists saw so fast: we sit back at our peril. In
this new decade, we will find out whether we have enough capacity for shame and expertise,
courage and complexity, imagination and exploration, to keep trying everything.” — M.H.
“It seems to me that one ought to rejoice in the fact of death—ought to decide, indeed, to earn
one’s death by confronting with passion the conundrum of life. One is responsible for life: It is the
small beacon in that terrifying darkness from which we come and to which we shall return.” —
James Baldwin, The Fire Next Time
“In an unpredictable world, one glaring exception confronts us from an early age: we know we will
die, just not when or where or when. We may go through most of life desperate to know the future,
but this is one sphere in which we do not. Knowing when we were going to die would turn all of life
into a long, dreary countdown. So, when we think about death, it’s easy to see how uncertainty
gives us a sense of freedom that absolute certainty never would. Even here, as the end of life
approaches and the certainty of death becomes tangible, we continue to have choices. How we
approach the end of life articulates much about us that will resonate for years to come. We still
have an indelible impact on the future, even if we aren’t there to see it.” — M.H.
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“Casting death as failure denies the dying the opportunity to die well. So too does the rhetoric that
casts disease as an enemy and the patient as a soldier. . . . but in Silicon Valley and, to the
transhumanist movement as a whole, death is a bug in the software, a problem to be solved.” —
M.H.
“From one perspective, this is just a modern rewriting of ancient myths around death and
transfiguration. Where once we believed in gods, some now believe in technology. Investing in
cryogenic storage is not that different from the medieval kings and baron who endowed chantry
chapels in which sung masses for their souls would resound throughout eternity. (Most are silent
now.) Religion and technology both ring with the rhetoric of inevitability, in which the voice of
individuals is drowned out by the overweening powers that only a few enlightened (and powerful)
prophets understand. It’s a curious thought, to imagine Silicon Valley replacing in power and
arrogance the dominance of the medieval church. In both, the glory of tomorrow always absolves
responsibility for pain and suffering today.” — M.H.
“What is striking about transhumanists isn’t their enthusiasm for machines so much as their dismal
dreariness when it comes to describing life. I can admire the intellectual dazzle of Kurzweil’s
analogies between biology, technology, and the stock market; I’m just puzzled by a mind that can’t
see that the stock market is already an inadequate model of economics and an even poorer one
for life. Why is he, like fellow transhumanists Peter Thiel and Sam Altman, so uninterested in real
problems, like the fall in life expectancy, even in rich countries like the United States? Or the
immediate climate crisis, which could make eternal life pretty miserable and scupper hopes for
resurrection? The vision feels literally disembodied and strangely inhuman. Was it these
technologists that Apple CEO Tim Cook had in mind when he said, “you cannot possible be the
greatest cause on the earth, because you aren’t built to last”?” — M.H.
“The transhumanist world is largely white male, middle-aged, and middle-class. It isn’t apparently
optimized for women, who might anyway be redundant with the advent of compliant sexbots. And
the disabled disappear completely in a future that “fixes” people. These ideas of abstract perfection
are all about power—computing power, super-intelligence—whose aim is domination: the
colonization of space and eternity. They are authoritarian and amoral, with seemingly little concern
for anyone who can’t afford such longevity. Kurzweil acknowledges that things could go badly
wrong and thinks that somebody (not he) needs to spend a lot of effort inculcating liberal values of
tolerance, diversity, and liberty. But those tasks feel secondary, requiring moral maids or nannies
to clean up the mess after the master has departed on a higher mission. We are back in the land
of prophecy as propaganda, where technology promises to relieve us of the burden of thinking for
ourselves. Much transhumanism comes across as merely adolescent. Having grown up in an era
that celebrates youth, these men feel entitled to hang on to it forever. Would they ever bother to
have children, or would their future be permanently populated by the same un-old people? Sacrifice
is certainly not their game. Nor do they appreciate the value and purpose of death. All humans
throw off mutations throughout their lives. These produce variation, and the natural selection of
varieties is evolution. The accumulation of mutations, well past reproductive age, is ultimately what
kills us—but no mutations, no evolution. So, death is necessary, an essential part of life.”
“When they’re dying, people don’t cease to be themselves; they often are more themselves than
ever.” — Ann Lee, St. Margaret’s CEO
“How you do that and how you demonstrate how to cope, is one of the best lessons you can give.
It will make such a difference to them, to the rest of their lives. And when they can do it, as they
wish to do it, there’s a great sense of power and calm. It’s a final gift.” — Ann Lee, St. Margaret’s
CEO
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